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Korea Jeju District Court
Second Criminal Department
The decision1

Jaegal, Chang (Presiding Judge, Jeju District Court, Republic of Korea),
Judge Chung, Sung-jin (Judge, Jeju District Court, Republic of Korea),
Seo, Youngwoo (Judge, Jeju District Court, Republic of Korea),
with translation of Moon, Jin Ju, Ko, Chang Hoon and Saxton, Michael

Abstract
Korea Jeju District Court Presiding Judge Jaegal, Chang, Judge Chung, Seung-jin, and Judge Seo,
Youngwoo declared Jeju District Court Second Criminal Department The Decision on January 17, 2019. The
indictment against the accused is applicable when ‘the procedure for filing an appeal is invalid in violation
of legal regulations’, according to Article 327 No. 2 of the Criminal Procedure Act, all charges against the
accused should be dismissed. Hee Chun Oh (330824-2******) Unemployed.
Key words :
Jeju Dstrict Court, the indictment, the procedure for filing an appeal, violation of legal regulations’, the
Criminal Procedure Act, the accused, dismissed, Dong Soo Park
Case: 2017 Retrial 4
A. Enforcement of civil war
B. Violation of the Defense Security Law
Defendant: identical to the annexed paper of the list of defendants
Petitioner: Defendant Hee Chun Oh
Prosecutor: Gwang Beong Chung, Sang Hoo Lee
Attorney: Law Firm Haemaru
Lawyer in charge: Jae Sung Lim, Sae Un Kim
Judgement sentenced: 2019.1.17

1) I appreciate Ms. Oh Hee Chun and Presiding Judge Jaegal, Chang to permit publication of his sentence on October 22, 2019. I also give my thanks to
Prof. Eric Yamamoto, Hawaii Law School, USA, and Prof.Oh, Seung-Jin at Danguk University to review the decision.
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Conclusion
Dismiss all charges against the accused

Reasoning
1. The course of events
A. The defendants are those who were detained
by the military and police in Jeju between the Fall of
1948 and July 1949, when the Jeju Island 4.3 incident
(Special Act on Discovering the Truth of the Jeju 4.3
Incident and the Restoration of the Honor of Victims,
Article 2 section 1 has defined Jeju 4.3 Incident as “an
incident in which lives of inhabitants were sacrificed in
the riot that arose on April 3, 1948 starting from March
1, 1947 and in the process of armed conflicts and
suppression thereof that took place in Jeju Province
and the suppression thereof until September 21,
1954;”) was underway and were transferred to various
prisons on mainland Korea from around December
1948 to July 1949, where they were held in prison for
a period of time.
B. The defendant sought a retrial of their decision in
2017.4.19, citing “short-term (Article of Military Law)
December 4281, July 4282 detainee list”, in which
their names and age during the incident, occupation,
domicile, demur, judgement, date, sentence and
prison cells were listed in one column for each
subject.
C. The court decided in 2018.9.3. to reexamine the
case for ‘Although no evidence was found to confirm
that the defendants were guilty at the time, evidences
such as the indictment, court records, rulings, details
listed in the list of inmates, the statement of the
defendants, documents related to the execution of
some defendants, and the fact-finding report on the
Jeju 4.3 incident should be examined’ to find reason
for the defendants being transferred to the district and
placed in prison. Furthermore, there are reasons for
the review as set forth in Article 420 No. 7, and 422 of
the Criminal Procedure Act.’, and the decisions were
made during that period.
2. Judgement on the legality of the proceedings for
arraignment against defendants
A. First, we look at whether the charges against the
defendants were specific:
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(1) Because the review process is not a followup process in which a retrial is to judge the party,
but a separate procedure ‘in which a ruling for
commencing reopening of procedure has become
final and conclusive, a court shall conduct a trial de
novo according to its grade.’ (Articles 438 Clause 1
of the Criminal Procedure Act) If the records of the
case subject to review have already been discarded
or lost, the court should restore the records with as
much effort as possible and proceed to judge the
case based on the remaining data and newly collected
data. However, where such records are difficult to find
or impossible to recover, the burden of proof under
the current Criminal Procedure Act still lies with the
prosecutor exercising the right to collect them from
the state.
(2) In this case, from the previous list of inmates,
the first item of the decision to be reexamined
was the charge of “Violation of Article 77 of the old
Criminal Act, Crime of Rebellion”, the second item
of the decision to be reexamined was only written
as “Violation of Article 32 and 33 of the old National
Defense Act, The crime of spying and communicating
with the enemy”, only the defendants’ charge and
application provisions are written in the documents
related to the military commanders’ execution, and
prison sentences for some defendants. There is
no other specific evidence to verify whether the
defendants were brought to court by any specific
charges at the time, such as indictments, legal
records, or the ruling documents.
On the date of the first trial, based on Article 77
para 1 of the Old Criminal code and Article 32-33 of
the old Defense Security Act, the prosecutor stated
“The defendants, together with other rebels in Jeju
Island between April 1948 to November of the same
year, have rioted with the purpose of overthrowing
the Korean government, subjugating the land, and
obstructing other tribulations.”, and for the defendants
under subparagraph 2 of the second trial of the
separate district, argued that “they have aided the
rebels with weapons, ammunition, food, money
and other supplies, hidden the enemy intentionally
to protect or communicate with them, or provide
information to the enemy, conceal or act as a spy
within the fortress, camp or position of the Republic
of Korea’s army.”, and in 2018.12.11., through the
application for permission to change the indictment,
the indictment against the defendants was restored
and submitted as was the case in the separate
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“Consultation Room” document. (The ‘change of
indictment’ refers to the addition, withdrawal or
modification of the prosecution's indictment or
applicable legislation listed in the original indictment
with the permission of the court. This is only
permitted unless “the uniformity of the charges is
compromised”; as in this case, it is not logical to “alter”
the original indictment while it has yet to be restored,
and a change in the indictment that results in the
change of the court's target of judgment without
the same basis as the original indictment which has
not been restored, thus the prosecution's request
for change cannot be allowed as it may constitute
an additional indictment or a new indictment in its
substance. However, there is an understanding for
the prosecutor’s application for permission to change
the above indictment to restore the prosecution’s
indictment against the accused.)
(3) However, the above indictment restored by the
prosecutor was only taking the heart of the abstract
elements of Article 77 para 1 of the Old Criminal
Code and Article 32 of the old Defense Security Act,
or the prosecutor deduced and reconstructed the
information based on various data on the status of the
defendant, the progress of the Jeju 4.3 case, and the
situation and is nothing more than an insertion of the
statements of the defendants at the time obtained
through the questioning of the defendants in the
proceedings of this case as part of the indictment; it is
not enough to say that the defendants have reached
a verdict of retrial due to such an indictment. Unless
evidence is found to confirm exactly what charges the
defendants have led to the court-martial, the charges
against the defendants are not specific.
B. Next, the court shall examine whether the
necessary procedural provisions were complied with in
bringing the defendants to court for the same offense
as seen earlier.
(1) For the defendants in subparagraph 2 of the
second trial decision in the separate district , the
crimes listed on the ordinal list are listed as "Violation
of Article 32 & 33 of the Defense Security Act”, the
old Defense Security Act not only stipulates the
composition and punishment of various crimes from
Article 6 to Article 50 in the second part but also
stipulates the composition of each court-martial, its
jurisdiction, procedures ranging from prosecution and
judgment, and procedures for the execution of the
judgment under the title "Article of the Military Court"

in the third part, articles 51 to 101. Therefore, there is
no doubt that the old National Security Act should be
applied as the substantive law and the procedural law
when it comes to the court-martial listed in paragraph
2 of the separate reexamination.
On the other hand, for the case of defendants
entering 1st Statement of Extraordinary Appeals, the
crimes listed on the ordinal list is not entered as a
Violation of the National Security Act, but as Article
77 of the Criminal Act. Since Jeju was once declared
of martial law in November 1948, it would have been
considered “reasonable” in bringing the case to courtmartial, the procedural law to be applied in the courtmartial listed in paragraph 1 of the judgment subject
to review of Annexes is problematic. 1. According to
Law #9 of Article 20 of the 1948.11.30’s Act on the
Organization of National Armed Forces Armed Forces
states, “Military personnel and military personnel who
have been called up are subject to military statutes.
Judges for military service shall, in principle, be held
at court-martial, and the procedures for crimes and
judges shall be made by law.” As such, no traces of
the law about “crime and procedure of judgment”
were found from that time, but this appears to be
the reason why the law existed at the time. 2. The
old National Security Act created in 1948.7.5., which
was enforced from 1948.8.4. Whether the law
was justified or not is discussed, and based on the
provisions of Article 100 of the Constitution that “the
present statute shall be effective unless it is contrary
to this Constitution.” The law was actually in effect
during December of 1948, when the Military Law
Council was being held, as according to part 1 of the
retrial court decision of the current case. 3. According
to the Military Court Act, which was enacted as Law
No. 1004 in 1962.1.20., it stipulates that “the National
Security Act of 1948.7. and the Coast Guard Act of
1948.7. other than those laws listed in Article 5 of
the Military Criminal Code under the Coast Guard
Act” are revoked, and as a transitional provision, “the
National Security Act and the Coast Guard Act shall
apply to cases that continue to be judged by the court
martial at the time of the enforcement of this Act and
to cases where trials of the court martial have been
finalized”, “The National Security Act and the Coast
Guard Act shall remain in force until the enforcement
of this Act”, “This Act shall apply to cases in which an
appeal has been filed after the enforcement of this
Act. However, it does not affect the effect of litigation
under the National Security Act, the Coast Guard Act
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or other laws prior to the enforcement of this Act.” It
is considered that the proceedings under the National
Security Act and the Coast Guard Act were carried
out prior to the enforcement of this Act, which are in
accordance with the provisions of the Military Court
Act as stipulated. Therefore, the Military Court Act is
seen as a successor to the old National Security Act
in terms of procedures. 4. Even with an ordinal list
and its accompanying documents, there are no signs
of any other procedures such as installation, operation
or execution between the court-martial of the second
article, as the first court-martial of the Annex. In
addition, in the view of the fact that there was no
adequate reason to think that court-martial conducted
under martial law and the court-martials conducted on
violation of the National Security Law were different in
setting up and operating the court-martial, regarding
the court-martial, which is listed in paragraph 1 of the
judgment on the retrial, the former National Security
Act is also applicable to the procedural law.
(2) According to the Old National Security Act, The
Minister for the Establishment of the Court of Justice
shall be in accordance with the law when receiving
the defendant's case and other appropriate measures,
whether referred(‘refer’ in this context implies that ‘a
statement urging the Minister for the Establishment
of the Military Court to refer the case of the defendant
to the court-martial’, and is different from filling
charges as the General Criminal Procedure Act) or
dismissed, should be taken promptly to judge them’,
and to bring the case to the High Military Court, (during
this period, The court-martial was divided into three
categories, the High Military Law Council, the Special
Military Law Council, and the Informal Military Law
Conference, and was operated single-mindedly) ‘a
preliminary investigator appointed from among the
officers of the Ministry of Justice’ were to pass “a
perfectly equitable preliminary examination”, and the
preliminary examiner must ‘provide the opportunity
for defendants to cross-examine summonable former
witness, allowance for the defendant to defend
themselves, present evidence or witness who can
make a statement on behalf of the defendant’. The
Minister for the Establishment of the Military Law
Council, who have received the survey report from
a preliminary examiner, should undergo a review by
one’s legal counsel, and if the defendant’s case were
tried out by court-martial, a prosecutor appointed
by the court-martial should ‘send the copy of the
indictment to the defendant or the defense attorney
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who is scheduled to be judged if the defendant is
unavailable.’
(3) Nonetheless, it is seen that no notification
process was made for the defendants through the
"Preview Investigation" presented in Article 65 of the
National Security Act and the "Transmission of the
Clerk's Register" set out in Article 66, and there is no
evidence to acknowledge that the above procedure
had been followed.
a. The defendants, all the way to this court, stated
that they “don’t know exactly what kind of crimes
they were then tried on”, and neither a collection
of accounts of the experiences of those who were
transferred to land and held in prison as prisoners
at the judgment of the court-martial nor any form
of statement from the defendants have mentioned
“preliminary investigation” or “the transmission of a bill
of indictment”. The data and investigating facts in this
court after the defendants' appeal for retrial also does
not stipulate these necessary procedures.
b. In the case of Court Meeting on the First Section
of the Decree, there are 871 civilians who had gone
through trial from 1948.12.3 to 1948.12.27, in the
course of 25 days and 12 court sessions. For the
Court Meeting on the Second Section of the Decree
there were 1,659 civilians who went through trial
from 1949.6.23 to 1949.7.7., in the course of 15 days
and 10 court sessions. In addition, after the eviction
order was issued on Jeju Island, the period when
defendants were arrested by military, the date of
each court meeting, and the circumstances of the
case reviewed in the “Jeju 4.3 Incident Investigation
Report” published in December 2003, it is difficult
to estimate that the procedures of preliminary
investigation and delivery of the bill of indictment
were followed, with the collective court-martialing
of such a large number of people in a short period of
time. (Although it is possible that the bill of indictment
was delivered to the public defender, Article 66 of
the old National Security Act stipulates that the bill
of indictment was transferred to the public defender
only when the defendant had an unavoidable reason;
since the defendants were detained by the military
police, the defendants were able to receive the bill
of indictment. Therefore, it is difficult to say that the
process of transferring the copy of the indictment
stipulated in Article 66 of the old National Security
Law had been followed.)
c. In the “Jeju 4.3 Incident Investigation Report”,
which depicts the details of the investigation on the
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progress and the situation of the Jeju 4.3 incident,
it states that ‘there is no evidence that the military
authorities in charge of the court-martial conducted
a preliminary hearing. Therefore, it indicates that
the Jeju Police Agency Special Investigation Unit
sent 1,021 prisoners and defectors to the Second
Regiment for transfer from 1949.6.6. to 1949.8.3. and
compiled a secret document called “Prisoner Situation
Report”, which divided the sentences of court-martial
subjects into category A, B, C, D, and so on. In the
secret document sent from Moseulpo Police Station
Chief to the director of the Jeju Police in 1949.6.5., it
stipulated that “Category A would receive the death
penalty, B received life-time imprisonment, and
so-on”. Considering the timing of the repatriation
coincides with the time when a court martial was
held in 1949, it is believed that the court accepted the
opinion of the police without a preliminary hearing and
arranged the decisions in advance.’
3. Conclusion
Therefore, the prosecution against the defendants
shall be rejected according to Article 327 section 2 of
the Criminal Procedure Act, which states, “Where the
procedure for instituting public prosecution is void by
reason of its having been contrary to the provisions
of Acts;” all charges against the accused should be
dismissed.
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